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F.N0.328lDS/2013-E0(MM-I) 

Government of lndia 


Department of Personnel and Training 

(Office of the Establishment Officer) 


North Block, New Delhi 
2zndApril, 2014 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Sub:-	 Appointment as Director, Census Operations (DCO), under the Central Staffing 
Scheme -reg. 

The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet has approved the following with regard to 
appointment of officers to the post of Director, Census Operations (DC0):- 

0) The post would continue to be filled under the CSS. 

(ii) Only half the period spent on the post would be counted as Central deputation 
under the CSS as long as the officer is holding the post on full time basis and not on additional 
charge basis. 

(iii) Officers working on the post may apply for Central deputation before their term as -
DCO is over subject to the RGl's 'NOC' being available, without the requirement of any further cadre 
clearance, subject to the ceiling of total stay away from the cadre of 7 years as in done in the case 
of officers in Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration (LBSNAA). 

(iv) Officers on the completion of their term as DCO may apply for central deputation 
under the CSS without the requirement of any furhter cadre clearance, subject to the ceiling of total 
stay away from the cadre of 7 years as is done in the case of officers of LBSNAA. 

(v). Where an off~cer work~ng as DCO 1s repatr~ated on the request of the State 
Government before the complet~on of his tenure, no extended cool~ng off w~l l  be ~mposed on the f b 3  ":[officer. 
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(Vi) After three years as DCO an officer may revert to his cadre with the NOC of the 

RGI and the approval of the ACC. In such a case extended cooling off will not be imposed. @9 
&.* 

2. The above changes would be applicable to officers currently on central deputation after @.  
working on the post of DCO. Similarly in cases where extended cooling off has been imposed not 
consistent with the above policy a waiver will be given. 

(~. '~ i fn ivasan) 
Deputy Secretary to the GO^. of  lndia 

To, 

All Secretaries of MinistriesIDepartments, Govt. of lndia 

All Chief Secretaries of States Govt. 


Copy t0:- 
(i) 	 Prime Minister's office (Shri Dheeraj Gupta, JS to PM). New Delhi. 
(ii) 	 Cabinet Secretariat (Smt. Nivedita Shukla Verma. JS), New Delhi. 
(iii) 	 PS to MOS(PP)/ PPS to Secretary (P) 
(iv) 	 PS to EOIDS(MM)IRO(CM)IGuard fileINIC. 

Deputy Secretary to 


